Abstract addresses the servers which are in its image of the structure. Some existing servers may not be in the image, due Wepropose a scalable distributed data structure (SDDS) to splits unknown from the client. The addressing may then called SD-Rtree. We intend our structurefor point and winsend a query to a server that is different from the one the dow queries over possibly large spatial datasets distributed query should address. The servers recognize such addresson clusters of interconnected servers. SD-Rtree generaling errors and forward the query among themselves, until it izes the well-known Rtree structure. It uses a distributed reaches the correct one. The client gets then a specific imbalanced binary spatial tree that scales with insertions to age adjustment message (IAM). This improves the image at potentially any number ofstorage servers through splits of least so that the addressing error does not repeat.
1 Introduction split, adding a new node to the SD-Rtree and triggering its possible rebalancing. We aim at indexing large datasets of spatial objects, each
The nodes communicate only through point-to-point uniquely identified by an object id (oid) and approximated messages. The analysis of the access performance shows by the minimal bounding box (mbb). We generalize the that in general, insert and point query over N servers cost Rtree spatial index to a Scalable DistributedData Structure only one message to contact the correct server. If the first (SDDS) that we call SD-Rtree. Our structure conforms to message is out ofrange (i.e., the contacted server is not the the general principles of an SDDS [14] : (i) no central direccorrect one), the cost is in general within 2 log N, unless an tory is used for data addressing, (ii) servers are dynamically infrequent split adds another log N. The overlapping may added to the system when needed and (iii) the clients adadd up to N messages but in practice it is relatively negligidress the structure through a possibly outdated image.
ble. The processing of window queries is also efficient, as
An SD-Rtree avoids redundancy of objects references, the maximal message path length to diffuse a window query like Rtree or R*tree. The general structure is that of a disis O(log N). tributed balanced binary spatial tree where each node carRelated work ries a mbb. We store an SD-Rtree at interconnected server nodes, in a storage space usually termed bucket, each with Until recently, most of the spatial indexing design efforts some predefined capacity. The buckets may be entirely in have been devoted to centralized systems [4] although, for the distributed RAM, providing potentially for much faster non-spatial data, research devoted to an efficient distribuaccess than to disks. If a bucket overflows, a split occurs, tion of large datasets is well-established [3, 13, 2] . Many moving some data to a dynamically appended bucket.
SDDS schemes are hash-based, e.g., variants of LH* [14] , An application addresses an SD-Rtree only through the or use a Distributed Hash [12] using distributed kd-trees node, or data node, stores a subset of the indexed objects, for points data, or hQT* [10] using quadtrees for the same The tree has N leaves and N -1 internal nodes which purpose. [7] presents a distributed data structure based on are distributed among N servers. Each server Si is uniquely orthogonal bisection tree (2-d KD tree). Each processor has identified by an id i and (except server So) stores exactly a an image of the tree. The balancing needs to fully rebuild pair (ri, d,) , r, being a routing node and d, a data node. As the tree using multicast from all the servers.
[11] describes a data node, a server acts as an objects repository up to its an adaptive index method which offers dynamic load balmaximal capacity. The bounding box of these objects is the ancing of servers and distributed collaboration. The strucdirectory rectangle of the server. ture proportionately much more messages. In the worst case all the messages must be first routed to the root. This is unac- Figure 2 . Split operations ceptable in a scalable data structure which must distribute evenly the work over all the servers.
The management and distribution of routing and data An application that accesses an SD-Rtree maintains an nodes are detailed on Figure 2 for the tree construction of image of the distributed tree. This image provides a view Figure 1 . Initially (part A), the system consists of a single which may be partial and/or outdated. During an insertion, server, with id 0. Every insertion is routed to this server, the user/application estimates from its image the address of until its capacity is exceeded. After the first split (part B), the target server which is the most likely to store the ob- When a server S is overloaded by new insertions in its * its left and right data links point respectively to data repository, a split must be carried out. A new server S' server 1 and to server 2 is added to the system, and the data stored on S is divided in two approximately equal subsets using a split algorithm * its parent id field refers to server 1, the former parsimilar to that of the classical Rtree [6, 5] . One subset is ent routing node of the splitted data node. Finally the subtree rooted at A may also evolve. FigWe cannot afford the traditional top-down search in a ure 3.c shows an extension of D such that the intersection distributed tree because it would overload the nodes near with F is no longer empty. However our insertion algorithm the tree root. Our search operations attempt to find diguarantees that no node can make the decision to enlarge its rectly, without requiring a top-down traversal, a data node d own directory rectangle without referring first to its parent. whose directory rectangle dr satisfies the search predicate.
Therefore the object's insertion which triggers the extension However this strategy is not sufficient with spatial structures of D has first been routed to A. Because A knows the space that permit overlapping, because d does not contain all the shared with F, it can transmit this information to its child objects covered by dr. We must therefore be able to for-D, along with the insertion request.
ward the query to all the servers that potentially match the of N and is called the outer node, denoted outerN(Ni).
A simple but costly solution would be to maintain, on For instance the set of ancestors of d2 in Figure 1 is each data node d, the path from d to the root of the tree, {j1, r2}. The outer node outerd2 (r2) A A ---be enlarged to accommodate obj and this leads to check c) ) If a detects that it is unbalanced, it takes account of the information represented in the links to determine the subtree f , g or d which becomes the sibling of c. X XnThe overlapping coverage must also be updated for the 
with the smallest dr is kept;
Image Adjustment Message
The rationale for these choices is that one aims at finding Figure 5 . The insertion algorithm the data node which can store o without any enlargement. If it happens that several choices are possible, the one with the Initially the image of C is empty. The first insertion minimal coverage is chosen because it can be estimated to query issued by C is sent to the contact server. More than be the most accurate one. If the above investigations do not likely this first query is out of range and the contact server find a link that covers mbb, the data link whose dr is the must initiate a path in the distributed tree through a subset closest to mbb is chosen. Indeed one can expect to find the of the servers. The client will get back in its IAM the links correct data node in the neighborhood of d, and therefore in of this subset which serve to construct its initial image. the local part of the SD-Rtree. the selecte ln iso tyed C dr If the insertion could not be performed in one hop, the from which an object has been deleted may adjust covering server that finally inserts o sends an acknowledgment to C, rectangles on the path to the root. It may also eliminate along with an IAM containing all the links collected from the node if it has too few objects. The SD-Rtree relocates the visited servers. C can then refresh its image. then the remaining objects to its sibling S' in the binary The insertion process is shown on Figure 5 . The client tree. Node S' becomes the child of its grandparent. An chooses to send the insertion message to 52. Assume that adjustment of the height is propagated upward as necessary, begin We studied the behavior of the different variants for in-//Find the target server sertions ranging from 50,000 to 500,000 objects (rectantargetLink := CHoosEFRoMIMAGE(Client.image, W) gles). We also executed against the structure 0-3,000 point II Check that this is the correct server. Else move up the tree and window queries. We measured the number of messages vergence of the image is naturally much faster than with Figure 7 analyzes the distribution of messages with re-IMSERVER because a client that issues m insertions will spect to the position of a node in the tree. Using the BAget an IAM for the part of these m insertions which turns SIC variant, the servers that store the root or other high- Figure 8 shows the gain of the image-aware variants equal probability. If 
